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1. Background of the study 

 British Airways (BA) is the flag carrier airline of the UK and it is headquartered in London, 

England

 The airline was formed in 1974 when British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC, formed in 

1939), British European Airways (BEA, formed in 1946), and their associated companies merged

 The airline was privatised in 1987. Its major subsidiaries include BA CityFlyer and OpenSkies

 Its main hub is at Heathrow Airport and as of October 2020, the airline operated a fleet of 249 

aircraft with 55 orders (British Airways, 2021)

 As of 31st Dec 2019 the company had 42,322 employees

 In January 2011 BA merged with Iberia, forming the International Airlines Group (IAG), a 

holding company registered in Madrid Spain



 This study aim to investigate the impact of Brexit on UK 

aviation sector using British Airways Plc as the case study

 The study is relevant as it is comes less than three months since 

a deal between the UK and the EU was made. Moreover, it will 

help determine if uncertainties brought by Brexit have had an 

impact on the country’s aviation sector

 Further, since Brexit have been regarded to have originated 

from anti globalisation populism, the study will help determine 

if Brexit has had an impact on globalisation.

2. Aim and relevance of the study 



3. Research aim and objectives

Objectives

I. Discuss the neoliberal institutionalism theory and realism theory of international relations, 

and the driving forces of globalisation

II. Highlight trade barriers that Brexit may bring which may result in protectionism and thus 

anti-globalisation

III. Investigate how British Airways Plc has been impacted by Brexit

 The aim of this research is to investigate the impact of Brexit on UK aviation 

sector using British Airways Plc as the case study



4. Theoretical discussion

1. Neoliberal institutionalism theory of International relations
 According to this theory, international institutions such as EU, UN, WTO and IMF have 

a vital role of ensuring and enabling international cooperation both economically and 
politically (Tim et al., 2016)

 The role of these institutions is making member states better-off. If each nation had 
to deal with issues independently it would likely result in war, and it would also be 
more costly and certain

2. Realism theory of international relations
 This theory emphasises the role of the nation-state and claims that all nation-states 

are motivated by national interests, or, at best, national interests disguised as moral 

concerns (Fernandes, 2016)

3. Trade liberalisation
 This is the removal of tariff and non-tariff barriers in international trade and as such 

leading to globalisation



4. Theoretical discussion (cont.)
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a. Technology

 Due to advancement in technology, transportation and 

communication costs have significantly decreased in the last 

decades. Without these cost reductions phenomena like 

outsourcing, long-distance trade and global value chains 

would be impossible

b. Political decisions

 Economic processes operate in a political or institutional 

environment. Reducing or even eliminating trade barriers 

are political decisions. In other words, whether economically 

motivated cross-border relations will take place or otherwise 

depends on the policy frameworks in place

Driving forces of globalisation



c. Trade liberalisation

 Trade liberalisation is the reverse process of protectionism. 

This occurs when governments decide to move back toward 

free trade. The outcome of these liberalising and integrating 

processes is known as globalisation

 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and its successor, the 

World Trade Organization (WTO) have played a crucial role in 

liberalisation of trade

 Brexit seems to be an anti-globalisation process since it has brought 

major challenges which will affect tariffs, trade and mobility in the UK 

in the foreseeable future

Driving forces of globalisation (cont.)



Source: Hill (2012) 

Barriers to international trade

 A tariff is a tax imposed by a country on imported goods. Any tariff makes imported products more 

expensive, and are thus less capable of competing with domestic products

 Countries also use other methods apart from tariffs to restrict trade. These nontariff barrier 

include, the import quota, which limits the quantity of a certain good that can be imported, and 

embargoes which are complete ban against importing or exporting a product (Hill, 2012)

Tariff trade barriers Non-Tariff trade barriers

Duties Embargoes

Tariffs Subsidies for exports

Licences

Import quotas

Complicated regulatory environment

Technical barriers to trade



5. Sources

Sources for the study: 
Sources Information obtained

British Airways PLC official website Company’s background

Center for Aviation 24th of December 2020 deal concerning aviation

Flight Global The company’s CEO take on the impact of Brexit on 

the airline

The Guardian Jobs to be lost after the Brexit deal

Evening Standard Number of jobs cut by BA as a result of Covid 19 

pandemic

Reuters Ryanair’s CEO take on the impact of Brexit on air 

travel in general

Statista Number of passengers traveling with British Airways 

and its subsidiaries from 2011 to 2019

British Airways Plc's worldwide revenue from FY 

2011 to FY 2019



6. Analysis of the findings 

Source: Source: Statista (2021)

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Passengers 34,250 37,580 39,960 41,516 43,322 44,323 45,163 46,952 47,710

Revenue 9,987 10,827 11,421 11,719 11,333 11,398 12,226 13,020 13,290

Number of passengers traveling with British Airways and its subsidiaries 

from 2011 to 2019 (in 1,000)

British Airways Plc's worldwide revenue from FY 2011 to FY 2019 (in million 

British pounds) 



 As seen in the table above, the airline saw both its numbers of passengers transported annually and its 

revenue increase year on year from FY 2011 to FY 2019. This great achievement happened despite 

uncertainties brought about by Brexit

 This finding implies that the company was not negatively impacted by Brexit

 Though the company has not yet released its 2020 financial results, it has already recorded losses in 

some of its quarters. However, this is as a result of Covid 19 pandemic and not Brexit (Evening Standard, 

2020). 

 The findings indicate that Brexit have not had a negative impact of UK aviation sector, as some had 

anticipated( Flight Global, 2019)

 These findings are in consonance with those of Ryanair CEO, Michael O'Leary, who last year argued that 

he does not expect Brexit to have much impact on air travel in general (Reuters, 2020)

Discussion of the findings



 It can be argued that the regulatory impact of Brexit on aviation is minimal and the aviation 

part of the UK-EU trade agreement does maintain as much liberalisation as possible

 However, the need for some EU airlines to disenfranchise or block non-EU shareholders may 

negatively impact aviation. This complex regulation on ownership may act as a barrier to trade 

(Center for Aviation, 2021)

 After the deal made last December, small UK airlines have warned of job losses since they have 

argued that the new deal has left them severely disadvantaged when applying for flight permits 

under new rules (The Guardian, 2021).

Discussion of the findings (cont.)



7. Conclusion

 According to neoliberal institutional theory, institutions are agreements or contracts between 

actors that reduce uncertainty, lower transaction costs, and solve collective-action problems. As 

such, as a result of withdrawing from Brexit, Uk aviation sector experienced uncertainties 

regarding issues such as transaction costs, and uncertainties on how to solve what used to be 

collective-action problems before Brexit

 According to realism theory of international relations, all states have to rely upon their own 

resources to maintain a desirable domestic and international order, and there is no authority over 

the nation-state (EU). In tandem, UK withdrew from EU in order to develop a new domestic and 

international order

 One of non-tariff trade barriers is complicated regulatory environment. The complex regulation on 

ownership may act as a barrier to trade thus negatively impacting UK aviation sector



7. Conclusion (cont.)

 Flight permits may also negatively impact UK airlines as have been noted that small airlines 

are having a difficult time getting permit to fly into EU

 Though most aviation experts have welcomed the deal, some issues such as the durability of 

mutual recognition of safety standards has yet to be tested in the long run. Additionally, as 

with the approach to consumer protection, there is possibility for divergence in the future

which may act as barrier to trade thus negatively impacting UK aviation sector

 All in all, it has been noted that Brexit has not negatively impacted the UK aviation sector but 

what has really impacted the sector is the current Covid 19 pandemic. Nonetheless, issues 

raised by small UK airlines as far as getting permits is concerned need to be addressed 

promptly
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